Packet classification categorizes incoming packets into multiple forwarding classes based on pre-defined filters. This categorization makes information accessible for quality of service or security handling in the network. In this paper, we propose a scheme which combines the Aggregate Bit Vector algorithm and the Pruned Tuple Space Search algorithm to improve the performance of packet classification in terms of speed and storage. We also present the procedures of incremental update. Our scheme is evaluated with filter databases of varying sizes and characteristics. The experimental results demonstrate that our scheme is feasible and scalable.
Introduction
Packet classification is a discriminating forwarding technique for new network services. With packet classification, the requirement of network applications can be met by applying consistent actions defined in the filters to the incoming packets. The actions include queuing disciplines, access control, accounting and intrusion detection [1] . In addition, various devices, such as routers, firewalls and network intrusion detection systems, have used packet classification to practical effect. Thus, a wide range of network applications depends on the performance of packet classification. Nevertheless, packet classification with a large number of filters is complex and usually has poor worst-case performance [2] - [5] .
The filters for packet classification consist of a set of fields and an associated action. Each field, in turn, corresponds to one field of packet headers. The value in each field could be a variable-length prefix, range, explicit value or wildcard. The most common fields include a source/destination IP address prefix, a source/destination port range of the transport protocol and a protocol type in a packet header. Formally, we define a filter F with d fields as F = ( f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f d ). While performing packet classification, a packet header P is said to match a particular filter F if for all i, the i th field of the header satisfies f i . Each action has a cost that defines its priority among the actions of the matching filters, and the classifier only applies to the least-cost action from the matching filters [1] . The problem of packet classification resembles the point location problem in multidimensional space [3] . The point location problem finds the enclosing region of a point within a set of non-overlapping regions To improve the search performance, much effort has been devoted to packet classification in recent years, yielding a number of algorithms. However, the current solutions may not match the speed requirement for large filter databases. We are aware of the tradeoff between time and space complexity in the existing algorithms and attempt to improve further on the scalability of packet classification techniques. In this paper, we propose a scheme to combine the Bit Vector (BV) algorithm with the Pruned Tuple Space Search (PTSS) algorithm. While both algorithms may not scale well for certain filter databases, they can be functionally complementary to each other. Thus, we design a novel combination based on the their characteristics. We evaluate the performance of our scheme with filter databases of varying sizes and characteristics. Our results show that our scheme has better feasibility and performance than the prominent existing schemes. We also present update procedures that utilize our data structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses related work. Section 3 presents our scheme and data structure. Section 4 describes the procedures of incremental update. Section 5 explains the experimental setup and evaluates our scheme in detail. Section 6 concludes our work.
Related Work
We provide a brief discussion of the existing algorithms by dividing them into three categories according to their methods of data structure construction. The algorithms in the first category build their data structures by considering all the filters from the outset. Srinivasan et al. [2] introduced Cross-producting which uses best matching prefix lookups and a pre-computed table to combine the results of individual prefix lookups in each header field. Gupta and McKeown presented Recursive Flow Classification that does cross-producting recursively and can be viewed as a generalization of cross-producting [3] . The algorithms presented in [6] and [5] are based on decision trees that attempt Copyright c 2009 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers to divide the filters into multiple linear search buckets. The cut rules of filter categorization may either be a value [6] or a bit [5] of any field. HyperCuts [7] further improves the decision-trees-based algorithms by using multidimensional cut rules. Next, Extended Grid-of-Tries with Path Compression (EGT-PC), is evolved from Grid-of-Tries [2] to support filters with more than two fields [8] by using a series of linear searches. Another algorithm, Independent Sets (ISET), categorizes multidimensional filters according to the specifications of one field [9] . The filters in each independent set are mutually disjoint; hence, binary search is enough to search for the matching filter in each independent set.
In contrast to the first category, the algorithms of the second category classify the filters into different groups at the outset. This category consists of mainly tuple-based algorithms. These algorithms store the filters with an identical prefix length combination in a hash table [10] . The matching filters can be found by probing each hash table alternately. Each hash table is also known as a tuple, and tuple space search aims at searching for the matching filters among the tuples. Two well-known algorithms, Rectangle Search and Pruned Tuple Space Search, are designed to improve the performance of tuple space search [10] . Two subsequent algorithms in [11] and [12] further improve rectangle search by reducing the number of tuples. Another work, Entry Pruned Tuple Search [13] , enhances Pruned Tuple Space Search by storing pruning information of tuples containing non-conflicting filters in each filter in the form of a bit vector.
The third category includes hardware-based algorithms. There are two subcategories of hardware-based solutions, ternary content-addressable memories (TCAMs) and bit vectors. TCAMs compare search data against a table of stored data and return the address of the first matching data. Each TCAM cell stores an extra "Don't Care" state for arbitrary bit mask matches. Although TCAMs have been proven effective for packet classification [1] , their drawbacks include low density, high power dissipation and extra entries due to range-to-prefix transformation [8] , [14] . Moreover, TCAMs with a particular word width cannot be used when a flexible filter specification is required. Much effort has gone into improving the power and storage efficiency of TCAMs [1] . In the other subcategory, the Bit Vector (BV) algorithm performs d one-dimensional searches to derive d lists of filters which have at least one matching field. Combing these lists could further yield the matching filters. A later work, Aggregate Bit Vector [14] , shows a dramatic improvement in the speed performance of the BV algorithm.
We list time and space complexity of several algorithms in Table 1 as a summary. The algorithms based on decision trees [6] , [7] and cross-producting [2] , [3] have the best search performance, while PTSS [10] and ISET [9] have the least storage requirements. However, these algorithms do not scale well for large filter databases and sometimes a tradeoff between time and storage is inevitable. Therefore, we propose a new scheme in this paper to improve the storage efficiency of filter data structures as well as the scal- 
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Our Scheme
From the above analysis of the existing algorithms, we notice that some of these algorithms have consistent search performance regardless the characteristics of filter databases. For example, the search performance of the algorithms based on cross-producting is only affected by the one-dimensional search time and that of the BV algorithm is mainly affected by the number of filters. Therefore, these algorithms are suitable for real-world network applications with dynamic filter databases. Unfortunately, these algorithms may not scale well with respect to the size of filter databases due to their huge storage requirements. While both algorithms decompose the complex problem of multidimensional packet classification into d problems one-dimensional search, an extra storage for combining the search results is necessary. As a result, the cross-productingbased algorithms require a cross-product table with O(N d ) entries, and the BV algorithm needs at most dN 2 bits for bit vectors from which the scalability problem is stemmed. In addition, the cross-producting-based algorithms cannot support incremental updates [1] .
Due to these problems, we adopt the idea of tuple space [10] to improve the storage performance of the BV algorithm. As mentioned above, the filters are categorized according to their prefix length combinations in tuple space. The filters with an identical length combination are stored and accessed by using a hash function. For example, the two-field filters, F = (10 * , 110 * ) and G = (11 * , 001 * ), both belong to the tuple T 2,3 . When searching for the matching filter in T 2,3 , a hash key is constructed by concatenating two bits of the source field with three bits of the destination field. Several algorithms have been proposed to improve the performance of tuple space search; however, their performance ties to the number of tuples which would vary for different filter databases, as reported in [11] .
Since the filters in the same tuple can be accessed with one hash probe, tuple space search is suitable for a large amount of filters with orderly length combinations, which results in fewer tuples. In contrast, the BV algorithm could handle the filters with disordered length combinations. However, the BV algorithm is limited in the number of filters. Therefore, we are motivated to divide the filters into two categories, where one category is searched by BV and the other is searched by tuple space search. We further propose an algorithm to minimize the number of tuples for a predetermined memory space of bit vectors.
We use a set of 11 two-field filters as an example to further illustrate our idea. As shown in Table 2 , the field f 1 contains eight unique prefixes which are labeled from 0 ∼ 7, respectively. Likewise, the seven unique prefixes of the second field are also labeled from 0 ∼ 6. Therefore, there are 15(=8+7) bit vectors and each bit vector has 11 bits. The total storage requirement of bit vectors is 165 bits. The 11 filters can be distinguished into six prefix-length combinations and each combination corresponds to one hash table. Assume that we select the filters of length combination 3, 2 , R 6 ∼ R 9 , for tuple space search. The remaining seven filters have 11 distinct prefix specifications; hence, the required bit vector storage is reduced to 77 bits. If we choose further the filters of another length combination 4, 0 , R 10 and R 11 , then the bit vector storage would be reduced to 40 bits. While there are only two tuples in the resulted tuple space, the bit vector storage is reduced to less than a quarter. Since the search cost of two hash tables is low, the search and storage performance could be improved simultaneously.
We describe the filter categorization procedure of our scheme in the following. First, we define a threshold value for the bit vector storage, S threshold . The threshold value can be set to the size of on-chip static random access memory (SRAM) to improve the access performance. Next, we derive the original storage requirement of bit vectors by multiplying the numbers of filters by the number of distinct prefix specifications in the filter database. We denote the number of filters as N and the number of distinct prefixes as P. Then, the storage requirement of bit vectors, S , can be ex- Table 2 An example with eleven rules on two fields as well as their distinct field specifications. Table 3 Three iterations of our filter categorization procedure for the filters in Table 2 . pressed as S = N × P. In the third step, we construct a tuple space according to the length combinations of filters.
Assume that the number of the filters in tuple T i is denoted as N T i and the number of the distinct field specifications is denoted as P T i . The storage requirement for the filters in T i is denoted as S T i . Then, the maximum value of S T i is equal to N T i × P when the P T i prefixes are also specified by the filters of other tuples. Also, the maximum value of S T i is increased to
when none of the prefixes in T i is specified by the filters of other tuples. Therefore, we calculate the numbers of the filters and unique prefix specifications for each tuple. The number of unique prefix specifications, P T i , indicates those which are only specified in T i . The value of S T i is thus expressed as
In the fourth step, we extract the filters of the tuple T i with the largest S T i value for tuple space search. Such selection can maximize storage reduction for the bit vectors while only one extra hash table is generated for tuple space search. After deducting the required bit vector storage of the selected tuple, we check whether the new storage requirement,
is smaller than S threshold . If the answer is yes, the procedure of filter categorization is accomplished. Otherwise, the values of N and P are updated and the fourth and fifth steps are repeated until the storage threshold can be satisfied. We use the filters in Table 2 as an example to illustrate our procedure of filter categorization. We assume that S threshold equals 16. Table 3 lists three iterations that calculate the resulted storage of bit vectors. Initially, the value of N is 11 and that of P is 15. Therefore, S is equal to 165 bits. In the first iteration, selecting the filters from T 3,2 would result in the minimum storage requirement. Therefore, the values of N and P are updated to 7 and 11, respectively. Since the filters of T 3,2 have been selected in this iteration, they are not considered in the subsequent iterations. In the second iteration, both tuples, T 0,4 and T 4,0 , result in the same storage requirement. In this case, we randomly choose T 4,0 and update the values of N and P. The procedure stops after the third iteration which results in a storage requirement of 15 bits by selecting T 0,4 . As a result, there are three tuples with eight filters in the resulted tuple space. The remaining three filters are stored in the form of bit vectors.
We note that the calculation of S T i might underestimate the required storage of T i . While the filters of several tuples are selected for tuple space search, the prefix specifications of the remaining filters which are originally not unique might become unique. Therefore, in practice, the storage Fig. 1 The architecture of our search procedure.
performance might be better than the estimated one. In the previous example, the calculation for the tuple T 1,2 in the third iteration is inexact since the value of P − P T i should be seven, rather than eight in Table 3 . Although an accurate calculation could be achieved, we believe that such overestimation of storage requirement may not significantly affect the result of filter categorization. The main reason is due to the uneven filter distribution in the existing filter databases. Most filters are distributed among few tuples. Since these tuples are likely to be selected in the first few iterations, the calculation for the remaining tuples is less important. Moreover, the extra computation for a more precise calculation is costly and may not be feasible in practice.
To initiate the procedure of filter categorization, we construct d prefix tries and derive necessary values by traversing these tries. In each following iteration, we simply compare the cost of each tuple. Therefore, the time complexity of filter categorization is O(dNW). After finishing the procedure of filter categorization, each filter must be stored in one of the data structures, bit vectors or hash tables. Their storage locations are not changed unless both data structures are reconstructed.
Next, we construct searchable data structures for the two categories of filters. For the filters stored in bit vectors, d one-dimensional data structures of the best matching prefixes (BMPs) are built. Each prefix node is associated with a bit vector whose length is equal to the number of filters in the category. We also insert an aggregate bit vector for each bit vector to further improve its speed [14] . The filters of the other category are inserted into a tuple space. We choose PTSS [10] to search these filters since it also uses BMP searches to decide which tuples are probed. We can combine the BMP searches of both categories to facilitate faster search performance.
The search procedure acts as follows. First, d onedimensional searches are carried out to determine the BMP of each field. Subsequently, the corresponding aggregated bit vectors are accessed to decide which words of the matching bit vectors are fetched. The tuple pruning information is also extracted from the BMP, and those tuples which appear in d BMPs are probed for a possible filter match. The tuple pruning information can be represented in the form of bit vectors. Combining the results of both searches can derive all the matching filters. We depict the architecture of our search procedure in Fig. 1 .
Our scheme can be treated as a transitive form between PTSS and ABV algorithms. If we store all the filters in bit vectors, our scheme is identical to the ABV algorithm. On the other hand, if all the filters are stored in tuple space, our scheme is the same as PTSS. Therefore, the time and space complexities of our scheme are always within those of ABV and PTSS.
Incremental Updates
A filter update can be either a deletion or an insertion. For our scheme, both types of updates would affect one of the data structures, (PTSS or ABV). Both data structures also include d BMP data structures. Since the update procedures for various BMP data structures have been studied extensively, we put our emphasis on the update procedures of the multidimensional data structures. There are four different types of updates in our scheme. We describe each of them in the following.
Delete Filter from Tuple Space:
As mentioned in [10] , PTSS could support incremental updates for both filter deletion and insertion. Since filters can be deleted from or inserted into the corresponding hash tables directly, no data structure reconstruction is required. Another work further demonstrates that each filter deletion/insertion can be completed within 100 µsec [15] . Therefore, we can update tuple space in a short time period.
Insert Filter into Tuple Space: As mentioned above,
Pruned Tuple Space Search also supports real-time filter insertion. 3. Delete Filter from BV: Deleting a filter from BV is more difficult than from tuple space. Due to the property that a value matching to a prefix, p, also matches to p's subprefixes, the corresponding bit vector of each prefix must include the same set bits as those of its subprefixes [14] . Therefore, updating the bit vector of prefix, " * ", will affect all the bit vectors of the same field and every bit in bit vectors are updated in the worst case. To alleviate the update cost, we merely set the bit corresponding to the deleted filter to zero. Therefore, at most P BV words are updated for each filter deletion, where P BV denotes the number of distinct prefixes for the filters stored in bit vectors. Since our scheme of filter categorization has reduced the value of P BV to minimize the storage of bit vectors, the update cost is reduced as well. We note that our approach would degrade the storage efficiency; however, the storage efficiency can be restored by combining the procedure of filter insertion listed below.
Insert Filter into BV:
In [14] , the authors have reported that inserting a filter into bit vectors is slow in the worst case, but fast on the average. The reason for the slow updates comes from inserting a new filter which has at least one wildcard field since all bit vectors of these wildcard fields must be updated. In addition, inserting filters with new prefix specifications also requires the generation of d new bit vectors. Hence, the number of maximum updated words is (P BV + dN BV /B), where N BV denotes the number of filters stored in BV and B represents the memory width. To avoid the worst-case update performance of filter insertion, the new filters with new prefix specifications are inserted into a tuple space. The other new filters without new prefix specifications are inserted into BV. We reuse the bits of previously deleted filters to restore the storage efficiency. Since no new bit vectors are generated, the number of updated words remains P BV .
In sum, our update procedures perform filter deletion directly while adaptively select the data structures for filter insertion. By combining BV and PTSS, we can avoid the high cost of filter insertion/deletion in the worst case. Therefore, our update procedures have superior flexibility because of the unique design of hybrid data structures. Although our approach would degrade the storage efficiency of BV in the case of a heavy load of filter deletions, it would be reasonable to reconstruct bit vectors with a storage efficiency lower than a certain threshold due to the infrequency of filter updates [14] , [16] .
Performance Evaluation
In this section we describe how our scheme performs on different filter databases in terms of speed and storage. We use three real databases from [17] . Since the largest real database contains only 1,550 filters, we also include synthetic databases which are generated by a publicly available tool, ClassBench [18] , to test the scalability of our scheme. Each synthetic database has different characteristics that are extracted from one of twelve real databases [18] . With these databases, we can investigate the performance of our scheme under different circumstances or applications, such as ISP peering routers, backbone core routers, enterprise edge routers or firewalls [18] . We also use ClassBench to generate the tested packet trace for each filter databases.
The performance evaluation is divided into three stages. The first stage evaluates the effectiveness of our scheme by presenting the tradeoff between the number of tuples and BV storage requirement. The second is a performance study that compares the numerical results of our scheme with several notable algorithms. The last stage evaluates the scalability of our scheme.
Trade-Off between the Number of Tuples and BV Storage Requirement
In this section, we show the tradeoff between the number of tuples and BV storage to illustrate the effectiveness of our Fig. 2 The tradeoff between the number of tuples and BV storage requirement for real filter databases.
scheme. For three real filter databases, Fig. 2 depicts that the required BV storage is reduced by increasing the number of tuples, where the BV storage is measured in kilobytes. When all the filters are stored in tuple space, the BV storage is reduced to zero. The figure also indicates that for those filter databases with a large amount of tuples, our scheme is useful since we can restrict most filters to few tuples and only few filters are stored in bit vectors. Therefore, the search performance of tuple space search and storage performance of bit vectors could be improved simultaneously. We further list the required BV storage for different number of tuples in Table 4 for real databases. The term, |T S |, denotes the number of tuples in tuple space. While |T S = 0|, our scheme acts as ABV; hence, our scheme has the same BV storage as ABV. By removing the filters of the selected tuple from bit vectors in each iteration, the BV storage is reduced as well. Our results show that we can achieve a significant reduction of BV storage by removing filters in the first few tuples, which conforms to the observation that the filters in tuple space are unevenly distributed [11] . Since our scheme of filter categorization prefers those in the tuple with a large amount of filters and distinct prefixes, we can greatly reduce the BV storage with only a few tuples to achieve better storage efficiency.
Next, we use twelve synthetic databases for further evaluation. Each database is initialized with 16,000 filters. After removing the redundant filters, the actual number of filters in each database is usually less than 16,000. Unlike real databases, the synthetic databases require much large storage for bit vectors. Therefore, we constrain the required BV storage to evaluate the number of tuples. As shown in Table 5 , the experimental results show that the BV storage could be reduced to less than 1,024 kilobytes with only 15% tuples, except for the case of IPC2 which only has eight tuples. Moreover, we only need 30% of the original tuples to obtain a BV storage of 128 kilobytes. Accordingly, a small amount of BV storage is enough to eliminate most tuples in the original tuple space.
Comparative Analysis
Next, we compare our scheme with several notable algo- rithms. The algorithms include ABV [14] , HyperCuts [7] , ISET [9] , PTSS [10] and RFC [3] . The source codes for the existing algorithms are publicly available in [17] . For ABV and our scheme, the aggregate size is 32 bits, and the memory width is 256 bits. Hypercuts adopts the setting in which the space factor is 1 and bucket size is 32. Based on our evaluation to the tradeoff between the BV storage and the number of tuples, we limit the size of bit vectors to 1,024 kilobytes in the following experiments. However, for the database whose original BV storage is less than the threshold, we still extract four tuples to improve storage efficiency.
In the following results, the performance metrics include the required storage in kilobytes and the numbers of memory accesses in the average case (AMA) and the worst case (WMA). The required storage includes all necessary data structures for performing packet classification, including the required space of d BMP data structures. In this study, we adopt multi-way search trees [19] for BMP searches. The values of AMA are derived by dividing the total number of memory accesses for classifying every packet header in the trace from the number of classified packet headers.
The evaluation begins with the real databases. The storage and speed performance of our scheme and other existing algorithms are shown in Table 6 and Table 7 , respectively. As compared to ABV, our scheme yields a better storage and speed performance, except for FW1. This is because there are only few filters in FW1. Therefore, the storage reduction of bit vectors is offset by the increased storage for the hash tables. For PTSS, the new scheme has better search performance since the number of tuples has been reduced significantly. As compared to other algorithms, our scheme needs more storage than HyperCuts and ISET but less than RFC. However, the search performance of our scheme is only worse than that of RFC. The results show the trade-off between storage and speed performance in the algorithms of packet classification. In general, the algorithms consuming more memory space would have better search performance. Nevertheless, the feasibility of these algorithms would be a major hurdle for supporting large filter databases.
For synthetic databases, we show the storage and speed performance in Table 8 and 9, respectively. The experimental results of RFC are not listed since it takes up too much storage. As shown in Table 8 , the trade-off between storage and speed performance remains in the experimental results, but our scheme features relatively stable storage requirements. While the required storage of ABV and HyperCuts varies for different databases, our scheme could retain the storage requirement in the same level. In addition, our scheme yields a better search performance than the existing algorithms, as shown in Table 9 . Therefore, our scheme has better feasibility than the existing algorithms in practice.
Scalability Analysis
To further evaluate the scalability of our scheme, we use
ClassBench to generate large databases with 64 K filters. Our scheme adopts the same settings as in Sect. 5.2. In addition to the storage and speed performance, we also list the number of the resulted bit vectors to estimate the update performance in Table 10 . Table 10 shows that the required storage of our scheme is proportional to the number of filters. Moreover, our scheme maintains the search performance as with smaller databases. Therefore, our scheme could provide superior scalability to support large filter databases. We further estimate the maximum cost of incremental updates by counting the number of bit vectors. According to our update procedures, each update either takes place in one tuple or one word of each updated bit vectors. Assume that each memory access time is 50 ns, the longest time period of updating bit vectors is about 332 µsec(= 6, 634 × 50 ns). While updating tuple space requires less than 100 µsec [15] , the maximum update time of our scheme is less than 332 µsec. In other words, our scheme could support more than 3,000 filter updates per second. If the bit vectors are small enough to store in fast SRAM, the update performance could be further improved.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a hybrid algorithm of packet classification by combining tuple space search and bit vectors. This combination is based on the observation that both algorithms are functionally complementary to each other for certain filter databases. This observation motivates us to categorize the filters into two groups, one for tuple space search and the other for bit vectors. We develop an optimized algorithm to minimize the number of tuples for a predetermined storage of bit vectors. We use Pruned Tuple Space Search and Aggregate Bit Vector to accelerate the search procedure. We also present several update procedures that fully utilize our data structures to minimize the cost of filter insertion and deletion. Our experimental results show that our scheme could achieve a better balance between the tradeoff of speed and storage performance by keeping the storage requirement in a reasonable degree. Therefore, our scheme is suitable for network applications with numerous filters or multifunction network devices that integrate routers, firewalls and network intrusion detection systems. We believe that our scheme will remain up-to-date with new network applications due to its insensitivity to filter databases with different characteristics.
